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The Military and Political Background to the Battle

When deciding on the primary aspects of warfare – organisation, defensive 
capabilities, standing forces and combat readiness – it is vital to assess current 

threats and prepare to address them.

After the Hungarians had taken possession – or at least military control – of the 
entire Lesser Hungarian Plain east of the Fischa, Leitha and Morava rivers in 

907, they set the background to the Battle of Pressburg and attained the conditions 
they needed to fight it. The first stage in realising these conditions was the taking of 
Pannonia by the chieftain Kurszán – leader of the Hungarians together with Árpád 
– in 900, which pushed the eastern boundary of the western marches out into the
Austrian Marches.

The conditions subsequently came fully into place between 902 and 906, when 
the Hungarians consolidated their positions on the flanks. To the west, on the 

northern flank, the forces of the Tribal Alliance finally overcame the Frank-aligned 
Moravians in 906, detaching Moravia from the Empire. There were in fact two 
major events in the region. One was the extinction of the Principality of Moravia, 
and the other the final defeat of the Bavarians in Moravia. It is highly likely that 
some Moravians entered into an alliance with the Hungarians. It was the situation 
itself, however, that created the tension. The Tribal Alliance (about to become the 
Hungarian Principality) had to keep its forces on constant alert to defend the lands 
it had conquered. The permanent threat is conveyed by a entry in the Annales 
Alamannici for 904, telling of how the Bavarians led the Hungarian chieftain Kurszán 
into a trap, and murdered him and his retinue. 

After 899–900, the conquering Hungarians extended their control to the west, 
on the southern flank, towards Italy. The Annales Alamannici record that the 

Hungarians attacked Italy again in 901. The Annals of Fulda noted for the same year 
that the Hungarians launched a raid into Carinthia. In 904, they allied with King 
Berengar of Lombardy (against Emperor Louis of Provence) and parted company in 
peace in 905. In 906, the Hungarians took final possession of the land between the 
rivers Dráva (Drava) and Száva (Sava), securing unchallenged access to the Po Plain.

Hunor and Magor, the legendary forefathers of the Huns and the Hungarians, 
Viennese Illuminated Chronicle
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After conquering Pannonia in 900, most of the fighting shifted to the flanks. In 
the Franko-Moravian War, the true actual victors were the Hungarians, allowing 

them to relocate the defensive marches to the eastern part of the Austrian Marches 
(now Lower Austria) and thus support military operations in the Danube Valley. In the 
south, they gained control over the north Italian campaigning grounds, together with 
the Mura valley connecting to Carinthia.  The persistent tension on the western front 
may be appreciated through accounts in the annals of the Bavarian-Hungarian clash of 
903. So all sides were in a state of permanent confrontation between 901 and 906. The
Eastern Frankish Empire was forced to recognise it was facing a new, unified power
in the Carpathian Basin, one that had taken possession of its most eastern province,
Pannonia, and had defeated the Franks in Moravia.

In the south, the Tribal Alliance reinforced its positions at the southern extremes 
of the Great Plain (the Bánát and Bácska), and taken Syrmia. All of the efforts by 

Bulgarian Tsar Simeon (893–927) to halt the Tribal Alliance’s southern advance ended 
in failure. He had to swallow loss of the Balkan passage and its surrounding lands to 
the Hungarians.

In the east, around the turn of the century, the Pechenegs moved into the Etelköz 
settlements abandoned by the Tribal Alliance and started to advance towards the 

foothills of the Eastern Carpathians. Their Jazi-Kapan tribe found habitation in the 
area around the lower reaches of the Danube, and the Kabuskin-Jula tribe around the 
Szeret (Siret) and Prut rivers, directly adjacent to the Carpathian Basin. Behind them, 
the Javdi-Erdim tribe settled along the Dniester and the Bug. There was a persistent 
threat of raids or a joint Bulgarian-Pecheneg attack from the south or south-east.

Through all of these developments, the Tribal Alliance consolidated its position in 
the north and south and secured its flanks by 907. The threats came from two 

directions – the east-south-east and the west. Learning from the experience of previous 
years (Bulgarian attacks, the Bulgarian-Pecheneg raid, the murder of its chieftain 
Kurszán in 904), it maintained a large and high combat-value force even in peacetime, 
presenting a deterrent on both of these fronts, close enough to ensure a rapid response 
in case of enemy aggression. 

By the early 900s, then, the conditions were in place for the establishment of a 
unified, centralised power in the Carpathian Basin. Stopping this became the 

The Hungarians ravage Bulgaria, Viennese Illuminated Chronicle
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defence forces, main Transdanubian 
forces, armed retinues of tribal and 
national dignitaries). In accordance 
with prearranged agreements, these 
contingents immediately set off 
south towards the threat.

Meanwhile, the Bavarian 
column led by Theotmar 

had reached the River Fischa, 
and on 26 June it clashed 
with the newly-arrived border 
defence forces. This was the area 
where the Hungarians mounted 
their defence in strength. The 
first echelons of the main forces 
went into action on 28 June. 
The Bavarians were forced 
to deploy the second echelon 
of their schedule (the second column). Facing attackers in superior numbers, the 
Hungarians employed the tactic of repeated surprise attacks and withdrawals (holding 
manoeuvres) and succeeded in slowing down the Bavarian advance, giving time for the 
rest of the main forces to arrive from the interior.

On 27 June, the northern Bavarian column reached the western entrance to 
the marches in the Stockerau region, and accelerated their march through 

Morvamező, so that they could overtake the Hungarian forces and reach the border 
river, the Morva, in time to effect a crossing.

The Bavarians on the south side of the river made further ground, and by 29 June 
reached the Hainburg area, where they took control of a section of the riverbank 

suitable for crossing. That was when action stepped up in scale. Further echelons of the 
main Hungarian forces arrived from more distant settlements on the first days of July, 
and took up ambush position at various points.

main thrust of Eastern Frankish Empire policy, and it was to put that policy into action 
that the Bavarians launched a campaign against the Hungarian Tribal Alliance in June 907.

After King Louis the Child called the Bavarian nobles to arms, the forces gathered 
in the Enns-Markt St. Florian Raffelstetten, behind the River Enns, in May-

June 907. The assembled army was ordered to attack the Hungarian Tribal Alliance/
Hungarian Principality.

The forces were divided into two columns and started their advance along the 
two sides of the Danube on 17 June 907. The column on the north of the river 

was led by the general leading the campaign, Count Luitpold, and that on the south 
by the Archbishop Theotmar of Salzburg. The advance and the military actions were 
supported by a strong Danube flotilla.

The southern column – taking advantage of the better marching conditions – 
overtook the northern, and on 24 June reached and crossed the Wienerwald. 

Then, following the bank of the Danube, it continued at speed towards the eastern area 
of the Viennese Basin.

At the same time, Hungarian scouts observing the western entrances to the 
marches got wind of an imminent attack by Bavarian forces marching through 

the Greifenstein area, and immediately set out to inform the border defence forces and 
the troops waiting at the encampments. By 27 June, the reconnaissance-communication 
chain had raised the immediately deployable troops on both sides of the Danube (border 

The Battle at Pressburg in 907

They are hardened to labour and fighting, and have immeasurable physical strength… they 
kill few with the sword, but many thousand by their arrows, which they shoot so skilfully 

from their horn bows that there is no defence from their volleys... In character they are haughty 
and rebellious… They are by nature tight-lipped, and are keener to action than words.

Abbot REGINO OF LOTHARINGIA wrote of the 
Hungarians in his World Chronicle (908)
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In the meantime, things were turning sour for the Hungarians on the north side. Despite 
the timely reconnaissance, it had not been possible to raise enough troops to engage 

Luitpold’s column, most forces having been deployed on, or marching towards, the 
south of the Danube. So when the border defence troops, together with some mounted 
forces who had remained in depth, engaged the Bavarian units along the border river, 
they were heavily outnumbered. Luitpold’s army crossed the Morva and approached to 
within about 15 km of Pressburg, its Dévényi Gate entrance. The magnitude of the threat 
must now have been clear to the decision-maker(s) left on the north of the Danube, and 
they would have immediately informed the leader of the forces fighting on the other side.

The operational lag had to be made up without delay. There was no option but to 
force a victory over Theotmar’s forces and hurry to the assistance of the battlers 

on the other side. The Hungarian detachments engaging with the Bavarians, who had 
already been fighting continuously for seven days, drew the attackers on, luring them into 
an area where they could be encircled by the troops lying in ambush. The decisive clash 
between the two sides took place on 4 July. The Hungarians fell on the Bavarians from all 
sides, causing enormous losses, and destroyed their battle lines. 

Those units which had retained their combat capabilities crossed the Danube that 
night, and in the area to the south-southeast of Pressburg, at dawn, using the tactic 

of surprise, destroyed the army of Luitpold as it lay in camp.

There is another aspect of the battle to be considered – how the Bavarian flotilla 
was deployed. The analysis of the marching conditions along the route suggested 

that the southern column, following the Roman limes, would hardly have had need for 
the flotilla’s logistical backup until Tulln. It could have marched completely under is 
own support. The Bavarians would also, however, had to maintain contact between the 
columns, and the flotilla could have provided this without having to rely on crossing 
points.

It is reasonable to assume that the difficult relief of the northern route would have 
prevented surface carriage of Luitpold’s supplies, and his forces may have been 

supported from the flotilla. The role of the boats in transporting infantry has been pointed 
out in the discussion of the manoeuvres: the infantry they carried would primarily have 
been there to support Luitpold’s combat objectives (investing and retaining ground). 
Waterborne infantry transportation would also have contributed to maintaining the 
composition of the columns.

The military terrain analysis shows that the north-north east area of Hainburg 
(Dévény west-south west) offered the first good place for mooring the flotilla 

after Vienna. The calculations for deployment of the northern column show that this 
point demanded a concentration of forces and disembarkation of infantry, because it 
was where engagement with the enemy would be expected.

The flotilla also had a key part in securing the river crossing. On reaching the 
Pressburg area, Luitpold had to cross the River Morva. He would have known 

that this river marked the border between the two territories, and as an experienced 
soldier, he would have reckoned with its providing the Hungarians with their first zone 
of resistance. This is where the flotilla could demonstrate its combat role, because by 
sailing down the Danube, it could take the infantry past the confluence of the River 
Morva, secure a bridgehead on the left bank of the Morva, and cover the crossing of the 
land troops. This model supports the version which places the Hungarians’ first zone 
of resistance along the River Morva, and the fighting up to Pressburg only subsequent 
to this.

The documented events between 28 June and 5 July 907 suggest a protracted 
military operation, of which the reliable contemporary sources date the decisive 

days as 4 and 5 July. The documents also tell us there was a major clash on 28 June, 
the date entered in the Weissenburg Annals for the death of Bishop Udo. The Freising 
Book of the Dead records a secular dignitary, Margrave Luitpold, as having died on 5 
July. Although the dates in the books of the dead do not necessarily correspond the 
battle dates, since death may not have occurred on the day of battle, it can be fairly safely 
inferred that major clashes, with high-ranking casualties, started on 28 June, and that 
the battle came to an end in decisive actions on 4 and 5 July. It may also be inferred from 
the names given in the sources that operations were directed by two commanders, 
Theotmar and Luitpold. This does not directly imply, however, that one column fought 
on the south and the other on the north side of the Danube. 

The sources, and the high offices held by the participants, suggest that the column 
involved in the first clash was that led by Theotmar, which had advanced along 

the Roman limes road along the south of the Danube. The battle probably took place 
near the riverside, opposite Pressburg. The fact that they took place on consecutive 
days supports the conclusion that the two clashes occurred at a short distance from 
each other. This is consistent with the attacker’s need to concentrate his forces in 

The Battle at Pressburg in 907
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space and time. We can also infer how the defensive forces deployed in the area by 
the Tribal Alliance would have been grouped, or regrouped, as they faced up to the 
concentrations of the attacker. Consequently, neither the Bavarian columns nor the 
principal Hungarian forces could have been spaced out by more than a day’s march.

The Pressburg area and the Dévény corridor were of substantial strategic 
significance, and had to be captured. This would have been very risky following 

a direct crossing of the Danube, so that there would be good operational grounds for 
a northern column whose primary task was the capture of the militarily-important 
Pressburg area. The Bavarian forces on the south side of the Danube were executing an 
operation to secure the flanks, taking key river crossing points and riverbank sections 
usable for mooring. 

The Battle of Pressburg and the Hungarian military 

Analysis of the Battle of Pressburg tells us much about Hungarian military affairs 
of the time. Prime among these is movement of the Hungarian war machine: 

reconnaissance on the gyepű principle, alarm and communication, holding manoeuvres 
by the border defence forces, and the final battle of the main armies, still in the gyepű zone.

The course of the battle shows us how the border defences worked. The model 
has confirmed previous views of the double function of the gyepű, i.e. that the 

Hungarians regarded the zone to the west of the border rivers as their defensive zone. 
The forces stationed in the zone were entrusted with keeping the area under surveillance, 
reconnoitring foreign movements and calling out the border defence forces when 
needed. The depth of the security zone between the Wienerwald and the River Fischa 
permitted the Hungarians to maintain real-time reconnaissance, and take timely action 
against any hostile intrusion. East of there started the defensive zone of the gyepű, the 
border guard zone, in which the Hungarian light cavalry, repeatedly employing the tactic 
of deliberate retreat, slowed down the pace of advance of hostile forces, their constant 
harassment causing losses among the enemy, tiring it out, wearing down its reserves of 
morale, breaking down its discipline, and then making the decisive blow at a place of the 
Hungarians’ choosing. The function of the border defence zone was therefore to destroy 
the enemy. The two zones were separated by the border rivers. The border rivers were 
the first line of resistance. The River Fischa marked the border – and separated the two 
gyepű zones – on the south of the Danube and the Morva on the north.

The gyepű emerges from the study of the battle as having served the integrated 
functions of reconnaissance, alarm and border defence. In all probability, 

reconnaissance was part of border defence, and neither the concepts nor the actual 
activities in their modern sense were distinguished at that time.

The Hungarian forces did not gather in to concentrate a single mass before going 
into battle. They prepared for deployment in reserve camps distributed so as to 

be close to their allotted positions, at one or two days’ distance from planned site of the 
decisive encounter. The main forces were placed so that they could bring the enemy into 
the final confrontation before it penetrated the gyepű zone and entered the settled areas. 
The model of the battle also supports the view that the Hungarians attacked the enemy’s 
marching column and camp, a tactic familiar from the sources.

The Battle at Pressburg in 907

The Wondrous Hind of the Magyars
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The model also indirectly suggests the presence of another important military 
feature. This concerns the Hungarian system of mobilising the army. The dates 

when the contingents arrived in their forward camps are such that they could not have 
been mobilised in response to intelligence, even assuming early reconnaissance around 
Enns. This implies that the force deployed in the Battle of Pressburg was immediately 
available, i.e. mobilisable even in peacetime! The modelled course of the battle also 
proves that victory was won by disciplined, battle-experienced troops of high combat 
value. The events tell of an extremely well-organised military leadership structure with 
solid central direction.

To meet the threat from two sides – Pechenegs and/or Bulgars from the east, and
Eastern Franks from the west – military power had to be regionally separated, 

and the natural division of the Carpathian Basin made this practically possible. The 
chieftain’s guard, a force which remained combat-ready even in peacetime, was 
therefore divided between these centres to keep the instruments of war in order and 
ensure they always served the interests of the united Tribal Alliance. The study of armed 
conflicts in the years preceding the battle of Pressburg has clearly shown that the Tribal 
Alliance and its tribes must have had a significant “peace complement”, a standing army 
that could be immediately deployed. The demands of armed defence for the conquered 
lands made it essential to keep an immediately-deployable standing force in Pannonia.

The rapid deployability of the Hungarian troops is another indication that the 
Tribal Alliance operated two power centres in the Carpathian Basin at this time: 

one in the Upper Tisza area, the other in Transdanubia. The resolute and rapid response 
to the Bavarian attack highlights the fact that there was a local (Transdanubian) western 
power centre, and this bore responsibility or had delegated decision-making powers 
over Pannonia. The course and outcome of the Battle of Pressburg proves that behind 
the victory lay a highly centralised control organisation.

The standing armed force whose duty was to defend Transdanubia had a centralised 
command structure. Its components included the border defence stationed in 

the gyepű zone, the troop contingent under Kurszán’s direct command and forming 
his standing retinue, some of which may have been a detachment from the chieftain’s 
guard. Troops stationed there from the tribes and the allied peoples also came under his 
command – as the chieftain’s representative – in case of enemy attack.

The Battle at Pressburg in 907

The first canonisations in Hungary: Stephen, Ladislas, Emeric, Nicholas
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Aventinus is the only one of the sources which describes the main events in any 
detail. Aventinus was writing long afterwards, and as with many other of the 

events he covered, the sources he drew upon cannot be identified. His credibility should 
thus be checked in each instance. From the model, there clearly emerges a picture of 
manoeuvres involving combat on the gyepű principle before the decisive clashes, and 
Aventinus bears this out, indeed describes it in detail. To check the credibility of his 
details, we will do a brief comparative analysis of the text and the military manoeuvres.

But the Hungarians did not remain inactive and oblivious, displaying great preparation in 
everything that could be to their advantage, placing weapons, soldiers and horses in readiness 

well in advance, and since they were fighting for their lives rather than for glory, put up robust 
resistance. In the meantime, they sent some of their soldiers to lure the Bavarian forces into combat. 
Both royal generals attacked the bishops’ columns with the largest numbers of cavalry they could 
muster. As if trying to break through the line with their spirited horses alone, they attacked with great 
strength, releasing a huge cloud of arrows. They covered the Bavarians with arrows shot from their 
horn-bows, and then withdrew. They were faster than our heavily armoured army, and when we 
thought they were far away, they were still shooting; as fast as they came, they disappeared. When you 
think you have won, you find you are in the greatest danger. The Hungarians attacked their enemies 
with arrows from a distance, and had not yet learned open combat, the infantry battle, lines facing 
up to each other, close combat with swords; siege and blockade of towns, urban siege. They preferred 
to fight by ruse, alternately withdrawing and harassing their enemies, and all with so much inborn 
skill and so great speed and military experience that it was difficult to decide when they were more 
dangerous for us: when they were present, or when they had moved off, or whether they were fleeing 
or attacking, feigning surrender or fighting. As suddenly as they appeared with a sweeping charge, 
they would disappear, first feigning retreat, then turn their horses and attack, and whatever they did, 
shooting arrows, throwing lances, galloping from right, left, front or back, they tired our own men, 
and then fell on us from every side, assaulted the fatigued Bavarians, got the better of them, cast them 
down, and killed them.

The Battle at Pressburg in 907

Detail of the crown brought from Byzantium

The Hungarian king and people are powerful, rich in treasure, triumphant in war and 
capable of standing up to any king of the world.

Bohemian BISHOP KOzMA of Prague was in Hungary during the reign of Coloman I (the 
Book-lover), and wrote in his chronicle in 1110
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The war of 907: a textbook example of early Hungarian warfare

The first component of the manoeuvre was the long retreat. It was similar to the 
tactic employed by the Hungarians before the Battle of Brenta in 899, when 

they withdrew from the Piave to the Brenta. The Mongols also used it in 1221 at 
the River Kalka against the united Russian–Cuman army and in 1241 before the 
Battle of Muhi, when they withdrew from Pest to the Sajó. During the several-day 
retreat, small, highly mobile formations constantly harried and attacked the marching 
column, constantly forcing the enemy to maintain his combat readiness. The flying 
mounted formations also obstructed the enemy’ reconnaissance, making it difficult 
for the leaders, starved of information, to make decisions. The soldiers were gradually 
worn down, their fighting spirit drained, and they became less attentive. Their stocks 
dwindled during the march and could only partially be replenished locally, the battle 
zone having been burned before them, and the wells poisoned. Similar purposes 
were served by the broad uninhabited strip in front of the gyepű, and a system of 
natural and artificial barriers on which the campaigns of Conrad II in 1030, Henry 
III in 1042, 1043 and 1051, and Henry IV and Solomon in 1074 came to grief. The 

attacker gradually lost the initiative during the long retreat, having no information on 
the forces he was facing, and could not plan the decisive strike.

The retreat involved a sacrifice on the part of the defenders, who were obliged 
to let the attacker into their own lands and to destroy part of these lands. The 

attacking army had to be allowed to penetrate deeper and deeper, depending on its size, 
until the moment came to attack or the aggressors gave up their intentions and turned 
back.

Leo the Wise also wrote of this technique of the Hungarians’ custom: “if some 
enemy they are pursuing flees to a fortified place, they can accurately divine what 

both their horses and men are lacking, and do everything they can that to tighten these 
and put their enemies at their mercy or present them with an agreement to their liking 
by first setting mild conditions, and if the enemy accepts, coming out with further 
and harder terms.” The light cavalry were unsuited to frontal attack at consolidated 
positions. As is clear from this quotation, they relied on the techniques of psychological 
warfare. This is what must have happened at Pressburg. The Hungarian horsemen 
completely surrounded the Bavarians’ strongly-defended camp and isolated them from 
the outside world. They harried them constantly, day and night. On expedition, the 
Hungarians used a similar technique in the siege of fortified places: in 1051, Andrew I’s 
knights induced the Germans to abandon their armour. In 1241, Batu Khan’s warriors 
forced Béla IV to abandon a reinforced camp. We can form an impression of the 
methods employed and their effects from a description in the Illuminated Chronicle 
of the sufferings of Henry II’s soldiers in 1051: “the Hungarians and the Pechenegs 
mercilessly harassed them night after night, slaughtering them with poisoned arrows, 
lobbing looped ropes among their tents and carrying off men out on some service. The 
Germans were terrified and worn down by the hail of arrows descending on them. 
They dug themselves in, their shields above them, the living and the dead in one grave.”

What follows is an attempt to reconstruct from the sources how the Hungarians 
fought during the era of expeditions. The battle order followed what seemed to 

be a simple schema. The larger part of the army took up a closed-front order of battle, 
segmented in depth, on open terrain giving good scope for shooting. The closed front 
enhanced the effectiveness of the shower of arrows shot from the whole formation, and 
segmentation in depth permitted control, because a charge by heavy cavalry was often 
averted by opening the closed front. This made up the bulk of the army. The smaller 

The Battle at Pressburg in 907
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part, about a third of the whole, remained apart from the main corps and attempted to 
disrupt the enemy’s battle order. They acted as the “lure”, riding in close and firing in 
arrows, a provocation for the enemy to break their closed order and charge.

Considering that a Hungarian quiver held 15-17 arrows, the lure probably 
executed its action in two stages, in order to keep up a stream of arrows and 

replace what had been shot. The horsemen had to keep a reserve of at least 5-7 
arrows in their quivers, because the action was successful only if the enemy lost 
its patience and charged at the lure, which would feign retreat, shooting from 
behind, and lead its pursuers towards the waiting main army. The battle order of 
the Western army usually broke up as soon they set off in charge and pursuit. The 
general was thereafter only able to intervene in events if he had reserves. Henry I 
was well aware of this Hungarian tactic (which shows what a brilliant soldier he 
was) and at the Battle of Riade (Merseburg), he issued effective counter-orders. 
Before the battle, he ordered that “nobody will try to overtake his comrade, even if 
his horse is faster.” The Saxons maintained closed order as they charged, holding 
off the arrows with their shields.

In most cases, however, generals were unable to direct the charge, and the army 
became scattered and disordered as it launched itself towards the main army. 

When they were about 150-200 m from the battle front, the main Hungarian army 
started up a shower of arrows, opened up the front to let in the lure, and engaged 
the confused, leaderless pursuers in close combat. The configuration of the main 
army was of course influenced by the terrain. It did not always receive the enemy 
face on, sometimes shooting the volley of arrows from the side, after which the lure 
turned back. The hail of arrows was one of the key elements of the tactic.

At Riade, Henry warned his men of this: “take the first volley on your shields, 
and then charge at them at the gallop and with the greatest momentum, so 

that they cannot shoot more arrows before they feel the wounds inflicted by your 
weapons.” The defeat of 933 clearly followed from the ineffectiveness of the hail 
of arrows, which upset the timing. A volley of arrows usually held the attackers 
up about 100-150 metres from the battle front, giving the main Hungarian army 
enough time to open up and let in the lure. It was this time, while the enemy 
hesitated, that was absent at Riade: after the volley, the Saxons spurred their horses 
into the charge, and caught the lure as it was held up before the battle front.

This apparently simple schema demanded an extremely experienced general and 
disciplined troops. It was difficult for the enemy to appraise. Even Henry derived 

his success from the orders he gave in advance, and not his generalship during the 
battle.

Although the western armies also had some light cavalry, they usually came of 
the worse against Hungarian marauders/skirmishers, so that the Hungarians 

controlled almost the entire battlefield during the battle. Standing in closed battle 
order, the Western troops saw flying groups of mounted archers coming from all sides, 
and suffered a constant hail of arrows. This, as well as injuries, caused a feeling of 
hopelessness and incarceration/being surrounded, which provoked them to charge.

When the charge and pursuit started, the Western or Byzantine soldiers saw only 
the fleeing mounted archers before them, who turned in the saddle to shoot at 

their pursuers. The pursuer held a shield in one hand and a lance or sword in the other, 
a spear hanging from his neck, because there was no real need to direct the horse with 
the spurs, it went with the crowd, and tried to defend himself from the arrows being 
shot backwards, and before he knew what was happening was standing in front of the 
main army and caught in a hail of arrows, with heavier than average tips. The wounded 
horses faltered, the pursuing mass piled into a confused congestion and only its own 
momentum carried into the sack being prepared for it by the army. The slowing of the 
enemy charge gave the archers a space to renew their volley. 

Hungarian generals routinely employed this schema. This is proved by the Battle 
of Augsburg. At the first battle there, in 910, Louis the Child was defeated by 

a model application of the schema. The lure surprised the German army in its camp 
at dawn. (“… ‘before Aurora had left the saffron-coloured bed of Tithonus,’ the 
Hungarian people, thirsty for a blood and lusting for a fight, surprised the yawning 
Christians, because the arrow awakens more than the shout.”) Forty-five years later, 
Lehel and Bulcsú set out to fight the army of Otto I in the same way. The lure attacked 
the German camp at dawn. They did not know that Otto had already set the army 
on its way (“Rising at dawn, after they made their peace with each other and first the 
commanders and then each and every soldier pledged under oath their provide mutual 
assistance, they marched out of camp with flags raised.) They moved in units of 300-
400 over difficult broken terrain. (“The army was led over uneven and difficult terrain, 
denying the enemy the chance to disturb the troops with their arrows.”) The camp 
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was guarded by the Bohemians, together with 
two Saxon contingents. They were mainly 
concerned with striking camp. The lure fell 
on them and captured the camp after a brief 
skirmish. They could not resist the temptation 
of booty, and started looting. They thought 
the whole German army had fled.

When Otto heard of the attack, he sent 
Conrad the Red back to recover the 

materiel. In the meantime Bulcsú and Lehel 
heard that the Germans had been defeated. 
The army started to break out of battle 
formation. In the meantime, the rain started 
and Conrad returned to the camp, where he 
dispersed the unwitting soldiers of the lure. 
While the rain was falling, the main army 
loosened their bowstrings, whereupon Otto’s 
forces appeared out of the bushes in full 
battle order and started the charge (“fell on 
them while it was raining and soon defeated 
one of their formations, close to the city.”) 
After a brief resistance, the main army made 
an orderly retreat. They caused severe losses 
among the pursuing Germans with several 
volleys of arrows. The reasons for the defeat 
must have lain partly in Otto’s stratagem, 
starting off his army unusually early and 
marching hidden from the Hungarians, but 
there were also deficiencies in Hungarian 
reconnaissance.

We have seen, therefore, that the Hun- 
garian army in battle was divided into 

the constantly-moving “lure”, and the static 
main army, in closed formation, awaiting 
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the enemy attack. The number of volleys the soldiers could shoot at the approaching 
enemy depended on the range of their bows. The bow and arrow, however, was not the 
sole means of defeating the enemy. It could break up the battle order of the opposing 
army, but victory could only be secured in close combat.

The main events were concisely recorded in the Swabian Annales Alamannici by 
the monks of St Gallen: “907. The Bavarians’ desperate war with the Hungarians, 

Prince Luitpold was killed, the unbridled arrogance of his men was broken, and very 
few of the Christians escaped. Most of the bishops and counts were killed.” The same 
annals in another text tradition summarised the events in a single sombre sentence: 
“907. The Bavarians’ entire army was destroyed by the Hungarians.”

Among the fallen on the battlefield was imperial palace chaplain Archbishop 
Theotmar of Salzburg, Bishop Zacharias of Brixen-Säben, Bishop Udo of 

Freising, and three abbots. The temporal dignitaries among the casualties included 19th 
Count of the Empire, Prince Luitpold of Bavaria. Although the Bavarians undoubtedly 
lost some of their highest dignitaries, underlining the severity and significance of the 
defeat, we know relatively little about the battle itself or the events preceding it.

The imperial army had a clear objective: to put an end to the campaigns mounted 
against their lands by the Hungarians who had settled in the Carpathian Basin 

some ten years before, and to restore the status quo ante. The lands to the west of 
the Danube, the former Roman province of Pannonia, had belonged to the Eastern 
Frankish Empire for a century, forming part of the Eastern Marches (Ostmark). The 
new arrivals from the eastern steppes, the Hungarian tribes, had taken possession of 
the province in summer 900, and the Eastern Frankish court was determined to take it 
back.

The imperial lords no doubt harboured a vivid memory of the campaign against 
the Avars in 791, led by their legendary predecessor Charlemagne (768–814). Or 

rather they preserved a version of these events which, by the early 10th century, had 
become elaborated, exaggerated and distorted, swelled by a multiplicity of accumulated 
or deliberately-added legends. They would have been better off knowing more of 
the real events and their outcome, without the elaborate veil of myth. It was a war 
which, although led by the founder of the dynasty, an almost canonised figure, had 
effectively ended in failure. Marching with armies along both banks of the Danube, 
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Charlemagne had got as far as the Rába line, from where the Avars, fighting with the 
classic nomadic scorched-earth tactic, forced them to retreat. Chronicles written after 
the mid-9th century immeasurably exaggerated Charlemagne’s successes, but the 
entries in contemporary necrologies are revealing: several men of high ecclesiastical 
and secular office met their deaths in that war, foreshadowing events of more than a 
century later. One of these was the palace chaplain of the time, Archbishop Angiiram 
of Metz, the predecessor of Theotmar, who fell to the blows of the Hungarians in 907.

The Bavarian attack on the Hungarians, planned to be of overwhelming force, 
was launched in summer 907. Certain of their victory, they took with them their 

13-year old ruler, Louis IV the Child (899–911), but placed him in the security
of St Florian’s Abbey between the Enns and Traun rivers. (Eerie coincidence: 
Charlemagne also took his designated heir with him, the later Louis the Pious, 
but quickly sent him to Regensburg after the first clash with the Avars.) Then, 
too, the army attacked in two columns, on each side of the Danube. According 
to the written sources, the open battle took place between 4 and 6 June at 
Berzalauspurc, a place named after the last – Slavic-born – Frankish governor 
of Pannonia, Braslav dux, and many modern historians identify it as the 
site of Bratislava. Nothing is known of the course of the battle, but the 
large number of high-ranking Bavarian casualties indicates how hard and 
bloody it must have been.

What is certain that the Bavarian army marched along the north and 
south banks of the Danube, and a flotilla carried troops, victuals and materiel 

on the river. The attackers carried the customary weapons (lance, double-edged sword, 
battleaxe, helmet, chainmail or scale armour, and shield). Their basic tactic was the 
attack in a solid mass, but after clashing with the enemy, the cavalry usually engaged in 
single combat. The Hungarians obviously tried to avoid this, and used their oriental 
tactics to surround the enemy, break up its battle order and destroy it from a distance 
by volleys of arrows. The success of these tactics is demonstrated by the very heavy 
Bavarian losses. First they dispersed the Bavarian troops marching along the south 
of the Danube, and next day those on the northern bank. The commanders of both 
divisions of the Bavarian army fell.

The fact that so many of them were left dead on the battlefield indicates that the 
Hungarians successfully enclosed the attacking armies, or caught any fighters 
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who managed to break out of the ring. After the battle, the Bavarians bore their young 
king to the well-defended Passau (this is only reported in Aventis, and so is non-
contemporary and thus unreliable information). There remained no doubt that the 
Hungarian tribes, newly settled in the area, could confidently assume governance of 
their new homeland. It is no exaggeration to say that the Battle of Pressburg was one of 
the most important, fateful events of Hungarian history.

 The outcome on the Hungarian side

The Pressburg victory pushed out the western border of Pannonia (the border of 
the gyepű principle) to the River Enns and consolidated the occupation of the 

east of the former Moravian Empire (the areas of modern Slovakia and North Hungary, 
and the eastern areas of Lower Austria).
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The victory was so destructive that it was a full 123 years later, 
in 1030, that the Germans launched another attack against the 

Kingdom of Hungary.

The course and outcome of the Battle of Pressburg 
prove that behind the victory there must have lain 

a regime with a highly organised government. This is an 
important clue to the transition towards a unified nation 
and the formation of national awareness. Victory derived 
from cooperation between the conquering 
Hungarians and the native population, 
through the coordination of armed forces 
from the Hungarian Tribal Alliance and 
the allied peoples. Three years after the 
death of Prince Kurszán, something 
different might have been expected, but 
instead of recriminations and pursuit of 
conflicting local interests, all sides were 
spurred to a united military effort through 
the awareness that they possessed a homeland. 
The struggle entered into with this military unity 
might well be called the Hungarians’ first great 
war of national defence. The Pressburg victory was 
instrumental in establishing the conditions in which 
the early Hungarians, having just taken residence 
in the Carpathian Basin, could found their own 
country.
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